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1. (5 points) Return of the Jedi

Let’s implement a data abstraction for basketball players. Our constructor takes in a name, a position (1, 2, 3, 4, or 5), and, optionally, a backup position. Our selectors retrieve information about a player.

```python
def player(name, position, backup=None):  # if no backup position, default to None
    return {'name': name, 'position': position, 'backup': backup}

def name(player):
    return player['name']

def position(player):
    return player['position']

def backup(player):
    return player['backup']
```

When we make a basketball team, we want to make sure that there is at least one player for each position. So we define a function `check_team` that takes in a non-empty list of players. `check_team` returns `True` if there is at least one player per position, and `False` otherwise.

The following implementation works, but it breaks abstraction barriers! Fill in the square to the left of each line that breaks an abstraction barrier. Then, cross out each violation and, above the original expression, write some replacement code that has no violations and maintains correctness.

```python
def check_team(players):
    """Make sure there is at least one player per position.""

    >>> check_team([player('Steph', 1), player('KD', 3, 4), player('Klay', 2),
                   ... player('Iggy', 4, 3), player('Dray', 4, 5)])
    True
    >>> check_team([player('LeBron', 3, 4), player('Kyrie', 1), player('Love', 4, 5)])
    False
    """
    def checker(players, covered):
        if len(covered) == 5:
            return True
        elif len(players) == 0:
            return False
        p = players[0]
        in_main_role = checker(players[1:], insert(covered, p['position']))
        if p['backup'] != None:
            in_backup_role = checker(players[1:], insert(covered, p['backup']))
        return in_main_role or in_backup_role
        return in_main_role
        return checker(players, [])
```